The first and only wheelchair brake
which completely frees you
and your assistants

DEZZIV Brake & Go active brake is universal and is
mounted on a wheelchair using a standard clamp

models of Brake & Go active brakes

DEZZIV Brake & Go
active wheelchair brake
New on the world market

Model: Classic
Classic is a simpler, cheaper
version with an aluminum
brake wheel and is intended
for daily use.

DEZZIV Brake & Go active
brake helps you with:

Model: Top
The top model is technically
more sophisticated, with a
brake wheel and with a
neoprene fiber reinforced
fiberglass, which can be
replaced. The Top model is
constructed for demanding
users and it can be used in
extreme conditions such as
rain or snow.

Model: PU
It is made on the basis of the
Classic model and is
specially adapted for PU tires

-

Forward moving on the slope with your assistants
Independent moving forward on the slope
Backward moving on the slope with assistants
Independent moving backward on the slope
Starting off forward on the slope
Starting off backward on the slope
Climbing the stairs with assistants
Climbing the stairs independently
It replaces the standard brake
With the brake lining, which can be replaced
Push or pull the activation mode
Applies to electrically driven wheels of a wheelchair

- Handbikes: Solves the problem of slipping the drive
wheel! Automatically brakes the wheelchair and
prevents it from unwanted moving backward.
The DEZZIV brake has been tested by a German
wheelchair manufacturer.
It has also been tested
at the Japan Assistive
Products Evaluation Center.

Innovations for the future
of independent living

Going forward or backward up the ramp

Going backward up the stairs

Handbike

Easy, switch DEZZIV Brake & Go active
brake for driving forward or backward
and go up the ramp. With assistant or
completely independently. No fear, as
soon as you stop running the wheelchair,
or when your companion stops pushing
you forward or backward, the wheelchair
will automatically stop. When you want to
go forward or backward once again, you
can easily, without any interference
continue going forward or backward.
Brake & Go active brake will always
protect against unwanted automatic
wheelchair ride downwards. And what if
you want to go counter? Again, quite
simple, you switch the brake into neutral
position and the wheelchair will still be
blocked. Now you move a bit forward or
backward
and
the
brake
will
automatically release the wheelchair and
you can move like that even if you want to
go downwards applies when driving
backward.

No fear – Brake & Go active brake is a huge
help to your companion in climbing up the
stairs, because whenever the wheelchair
wants to automatically go down the stairs,
our active brake will automatically stop the
wheelchair. It also allows you to climb the
stairs completely by yourself and thus
completely free yourself.

Solves the problem of slipping the drive
wheel.
Automatically
brakes
the
wheelchair and prevents it from
unwanted moving backward.

